
Manufacturing Job Shop
Characteristics

What are the characteristics of a
Manufacturing Job Shop?

The Shop-Floor Process

In a manufacturing job shop the main characteristics are a pre-shop-floor and shop-
floor process. The pre-shop-floor process comprises of receiving a request from the

customer, which can include quoting on new manufacture or stripping and assessing
and quoting the customer. Once the customer has accepted or approved the quote the

process then moves to the shop-floor, where stock issuing, manufacture, quality control,
invoicing and finally dispatch take place.



Obstacles Of A Manufacturing
Job Shop

Better Planning for you
Manufacturing Job Shop

Other main characteristics of a manufacturing job shop, is when a job needs machining or
manual work to be done the employer requires information such as materials and time

spent on the job. This can comprise of artisan rates or machine rates that need to be taken
into consideration (Activity Based Costing).

In a manufacturing Job Shop process many customers run manual systems such as
manual job cards and excel spreadsheets, which can lead to incorrect quoting, missing

items and jobs lost on the shop-floor.

How can we achieve better planning? Moving to a digital environment where you can
monitor jobs at a click of a button real-time information will be presented as to where the

job is and whats outstanding.



Improving your quoting system, will inevitability improve customer satisfaction. Main
reasons for poor quotes – Manual job cards and excel spreadsheets, this method

generally susceptible to typos and people generally forgetting line or labour items.

Consistent Quoting

Integration

Most Manufacturing Job Shops run manual systems such as excel and when the job is
completed, recapturing of the job into an accounting system is required. This process

requires double capturing and usually errors happen because of typos or
miscommunication. Integrating your shop-floor with your accounting systems allows

you to create virtual job cards from the front end system and automatically populates in
your accounting software, preventing double capturing and errors from happening.

We Have A Solution For You

JobPRO – With our front end solution we can help you with better planning, you will be
able to track where the customers job is, get any relevant information about the job and

attach documents such as test certificates and damage reports.

JobPRO quoting system allows for consistent and accurate quotes every-time. Get
accurate pricing live from your accounting software, no more guessing prices or typing

in wrong amounts. Our templates help speed up quoting and prevents omitting line
items such as consumables and labour.

JobPRO seamlessly integrates with your accounting software, you are able to lookup
customers, suppliers, stock on hand and pricing. JobPRO also as a front end solution is

able to create job cards automatically, allocate stock and create purchase orders in your
accounting system, speeding up your turnaround time on all your jobs.



+27 11 450 4595 JOBPRO.WEB.ZA

Do the assessment and we will score your operations giving a
free overview of where and how we can help you.

https://jobpro.web.za/
https://demo.jobpro.web.za/jobpro-demo-assessment/

